
Match The Idioms

I have cold feet!

I'm on the fence.

I opened a can of worms.

I have a heart of gold.

I'm all ears.

I want to pick your brain.

I ate a square meal.

I'm a couch potato.

Come clean!

I keep my eye on the ball.

Look on the bright side.

I will zip my lips.

I have bigger fish to fry.

A. I'm lazy

B. I'm listening.

C. I'm scared to do it.

D. I went crazy.

E. I can't decide.

F. See things positively.

G. I will keep quiet.

H. Tell the truth.

J. I know how to focus.

K. I need to ask you ?s.

L. I had healthy food.

M. I started some trouble.

N. I am kind.

I lost my mind. O. I think its a small thing..
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skeleton in the closet looking for 
approval

elephant in the room More important things
to do

Bone to pick start fresh, anew

sweeping dirt under
the rug

don't deal with your
problems

clean slate what's not being
noticed or seen

biggger fish to fry easy, easy to do

fishing for
 compliments

bad things in the
past

shooting fish in 
a barrel

angry about something
or someone

Idioms



holy mackerel guilty

eye on you Say someone is
lying

leave well enough 
alone tell a secret

call your bluff breaking down

pack of lies watching carefully

let the cat out of 
the bag much untruth

falling apart don't touch what is 
ok right now

don't have a leg
to stand on express surprise

Idioms



in the lime light find something very
funny

spill the beans what's not being 
talked about

break your heart stop loving someone

kill two birds with
one stone ripe time to do

stab a man in the back getting attention

window of 
opportunity tell the real truth

time flies

multitasklaughing your 
ass off

to break a promise
do bad

Idioms



picture's worth a
1,000 words Very easy

frame of mind all in 
100% commitment

good apple
bad apple fart

on the chopping 
block

how you are thinking
at the momentcut the cheese

be sad for little 
things

all you eggs
in one basket

nice and terrible
persons

piece of cake next to have 
something bad happen

to see is better than
to hear or read

Idioms

cry over spilled mlk



everything but the
kitchen sink mug of coffee

the last straw not comfortable

to come clean very, very busy

cup of Joe

caught at somethingbeating a dead horse

tell the truth

a lot on your
plate

doing somethng 
useless

head on a plate so much stuff

the final chance

Idioms

fish out of water



Confessions Of An Idiom
Fill in the blanks to complete the idiom

My slate is _____________________________. I can go with you.1.

2. I have a bone to ____________________________________ with you.

3. I was lucky. I killed two ___________________________ with one stone.

4. He's guilty. He doesn't have a _____________________ to stand on.

5. Tell the truth!  ______________________________ the beans.

6. You are a liar.  I'm __________________________ your bluff.

7. Don't change your mind. ________________________ to your guns.

8. He's nothing. I have bigger ________________________ to fry.

9. I have nothing! My life is _______________________ apart.

10. I wasn't in love.  I ____________________________ his heart.

11. I have noticed you.  I've had my _________________ on you!

12. Don't ignore  the problem. Discuss  the ______________________ in the room.

eye     fish     break    birds   clean    calling
elephant   falling   pick   leg    stick    spill
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